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May 27, 2018: Grateful for Being Here Together 

Thematic Integration:  

GRATITUDE: The Practice of Reckoning 

Core Concepts:  

We are grateful for being together in community  

 

Key Phrases: 

Gratitude  

 

 

Choice Time (10 minutes)  

As the children arrive, invite them into the Chalice Children classroom. Help them get 

comfortable by pointing out the free play area and noting the options for play that are 

displayed. Consider having music playing in the room as they enter. 

 

Choice Time Crafts:  

• Making Name Tags 

Invite children to decorate their name tags with crayons and stickers.  

• Stuffed animal role play: invite the children to use the stuffed animals to show how 

friends can play together and share.  

 Transition Tip: Give the kids a 2-minute warning before the end of Choice Time. Let them 

know that at the end of choice time, they will know it is time to clean up because they will 

hear their special gathering song. Follow with a one-minute warning. Then start to sing “The 

More We Get Together” as a cue for forming a circle.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dirQWEe27Z8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dirQWEe27Z8
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Chalice Lighting and Check-in (5 minutes) 

Ring a chime and ask children to join you in the story circle. Remind them that each 

week we light our chalice to remind one another of how special this time is together. Join 

together in Chalice lighting words: 

We light this chalice to celebrate Unitarian Universalism, 

This is the church of the open minds, 

This is the church of the helping hands, 

This is the church of the loving heart; 

Together we care for our earth and work for friendship and peace in our world. 

 

After the chalice is lit, begin check-in by telling the kids that we will start every lesson 

with a check-in; a short time of sharing.  

 

How are each of you feeling today? We will go around the circle and each say our 

name and point to how we're feeling today on the on the feelings flashcards. If you 

would rather not share today, you may say, "No, thank you." 

 

After everyone is done sharing say: 

 

For all we share today and for all that is held in our hearts, 

May we be reminded of the families, friends and church family that holds us. 

Story Circle (10 minutes) 

 Transition Tip: Invite children to get a carpet square and place it in a place where they will be able to see 

pictures for the story.  

Today’s lesson will give children the opportunity to share gratitude for their church community.   

This month’s theme is: GRATITUDE: The Practice of Reckoning. Today is our last 

class together—next week, we will celebrate the end of this church year with our Flower 

Communion celebration in the sanctuary, and then after that summer classes begin.  

(Show children the mish mash heart) At the beginning of the year, we created hearts—

these hearts showed all the different kinds of things that we might hold in our hearts; our 

happy feelings, our sad feelings, our memories, and the things we hope for. Today, we 

Core Concept: Church is a special place where we can share with one another. 

  

Core Concept: Church is a special place where we can share with one another. 
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are going to work together to create a giant heart for our classroom that shows all the 

ways that worked together to learn and grow over the past year.  

 

Show the children the giant heart on the wall and ask: what are your favorite church 

memories from this year?  

Try to help them remember some of the stories that they read and art that they created. 

 

 Transition Tip: Invite children to put away carpet squares after the story is over. 

Demonstrating Knowledge: Art Project & Games (20 

minutes)  
After the group finishes their brainstorm, show them all the collage materials, the glue 

sticks, and the heart on the wall. Explain that they are going to work together to create 

mish mash heart that represents their classroom! The heart of this classroom will show all 

the things that they just talked about.  

As the children work, talk to them about the things they just shared, and help them find 

words and pictures that show some of those things.  

Some tips for this project: 

o It may be helpful for some children to create their picture on another piece of 

paper, cut it out, then glue it onto the heart. This can help make sure that there is 

enough room for everyone to work at the same time.  

o Use the collage materials, too! 

o Ask, for example.: “you said that you learned about love this year- what color will 

you add to the heart to show love?” 

o It can be tempting in collaborative art projects for children to want to make 

adjustments to the contributions of others; make a rule that you can only add to the 

picture, not change or take away.  

As the group finishes, remind them that each of them is an important part of the heart of 

this community, and that each of us is celebrated for being who we are. Tell them that 

this can be represented by writing their names on the Mish Mash Heart.  

.  
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Clean Up Time (5 minutes) 

 Transition Tip: Give the kids a 2-minute warning before the end of Work Time. Let 

them know that they will know it is time to clean up because they will hear their 

special clean-up song. Follow with a one-minute warning. Then introduce a clean up 

song. 

Closing Circle (5 minutes) 

When Clean up time is finished, ask children to come back to the story circle. If there is 

time, invite participants to share their project. 

Closing words (repeat after me): “Love is the spirit of this church”  

Sing Go Now in Peace and extinguish the chalice.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oY-H2WGThc8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oY-H2WGThc8
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Session at-a-glance 

Activity Description Time 

(min) 
Supplies 

Choice Time  10 ✓ Nametags 

✓ Small stickers for nametags 

 

Chalice Lighting/ 

Check-in 

Feelings check-in 

Light the chalice 
5 ✓ Chalice 

✓ Matches 

✓ Feelings Posters 

 

Story Circle Brainstom 

 
15  

Work Time  

Mish mash heart 

 

15 Large heart 

Collage materials 

Glue sticks 

markers 

Clean Up Time  5 ✓ Clean up Song on CD 

Closing Circle  5 ✓ Song 

Total  55  

 


